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Abstract
We report an implementation of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) shielding (σ), isotope-
independent indirect spin-spin coupling (K) and the magnetizability (ξ) tensors in the frozen
density embedding scheme using the four-component (4c) relativistic Dirac–Coulomb (DC) Hamil-
tonian and the non-collinear spin density functional theory. The formalism takes into account the
magnetic balance between the large and the small components of molecular spinors and assures the
gauge-origin independence of NMR shielding and magnetizability results. This implementation has
been applied to hydrogen-bonded HXH· · ·OH2 complexes (X = Se, Te, Po) and compared with the
supermolecular calculations and with the approach based on the integration of the magnetically
induced current density vector. A comparison with the approximate Zeroth-Order Regular Approx-
imation (ZORA) Hamiltonian indicates non-negligible differences in σ and K in the HPoH· · ·OH2
complex, and calls for a thorough comparison of ZORA and DC in the description of environment
effects on NMR parameters for molecular systems with heavy elements. (Electronic Supple-
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I. INTRODUCTION
The response to magnetic fields can be of great help in investigating molecular systems in
complex environments. This is perhaps best illustrated by the widespread use of experimen-
tal techniques such as NMR spectroscopy to characterize compounds in condensed phase,
including disordered and amorphous solids. The great sensitivity of this technique to any
changes in electronic structure in the vicinity of a probed nucleus, triggered for instance
by specific inter- and intramolecular interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonds) found in complex
biological systems (e.g. proteins, peptides, amino acids),[1, 2] catalysts,[3] paramagnetic
systems[4, 5] and radioactive compounds containing actinide atoms[6, 7] is often unrivaled
by other experimental techniques.
Due to the complexity of such systems, theoretical tools can be of extreme importance
to aid experimentalists interpret their results. Most theoretical approaches hinge on the
recognition that, in the weak magnetic field regime under which most experiments are carried
out, the magnetic field can be treated as a perturbation, the energy of a molecule can be
Taylor-expanded in terms of perturbation strengths and the effect of a perturbation on a
given system can be evaluated via response theory.[8]
For closed-shell systems, a static magnetic field induces only even-order changes in the
total energy:[9]
E(ε) = E0 +
1
2
d2E
dε1dε2
ε1ε2 +
1
4!
d4E
dε1 . . . dε4
ε1 . . . ε4 + . . . , (1)
where E0 denotes the energy at zero field and {εn} the field strengths of applied perturbations
collected in vector ε. The coefficients of this expansion, taken in the zero-field limit, define
molecular properties in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation. In this paper we focus on
three second-order magnetic properties arising from a perturbation of an external field ~B or
the field of nuclear magnetic dipole moments, {~mA}: the NMR shielding tensor of a nucleus
K,
σKαβ =
d2E
dBαdmK;β
∣∣∣∣
~B,{~mA}=0
, (2)
the reduced spin-spin coupling tensor of nuclei K and L,
KKLαβ =
d2E
dmK;αdmL;β
∣∣∣∣
{~mA}=0
, (3)
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related to the indirect spin-spin coupling constants observed in NMR experiment, JKL =
(~/2pi)γKγLKKLαβ , with γM denoting the gyromagnetic ratio of a given isotope of M , and the
molecular magnetizability tensor,
ξαβ = − d
2E
dBαdBβ
∣∣∣∣
~B=0
, (4)
which, unlike the first two, is not a local but rather an extensive property as it does not
depend on the magnetic moment of a given nucleus – though it may play an important role
in NMR spectroscopy by inducing changes in the local magnetic fields which, in turn, will
affect chemical shifts.[10–12]
NMR properties can nowadays be routinely calculated with density functional theory
(DFT) for relatively large closed-shell systems and with methods based on wave function
theory (WFT) for much smaller systems.[9, 13, 14] Calculating the magnetizability tensor is
computationally more demanding due to the slow convergence with the basis set size. This
can be partly alleviated by the use of London atomic orbitals (LAOs),[9, 15] which also
remedy the gauge-origin dependence problem for properties arising from an external mag-
netic field perturbation (ξ, σK), at the cost of more complex derivations and more involved
implementation.
Furthermore, it is now recognized that relativistic effects[16, 17] can be appreciable for
magnetizabilities[18, 19] and are essential for a proper description of NMR properties, includ-
ing for those light elements neighbouring the heavy one(s) due to the so-called ”heavy-atom
on the light atom” (HALA) effect.[20]. NMR properties obtained with approximate Hamil-
tonians such as the quasirelativistic two-component (2c) ZORA Hamiltonian can differ sig-
nificantly from those obtained with a more rigorous treatment afforded by four-component
approaches as in the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian, even for relatively light elements such
as those in the fourth row of the periodic table. The conventional wisdom has been that
approximate 2c approaches, which are computationally much cheaper than 4c ones, can be
nevertheless reliable for relative quantities such as chemical shifts, due to error cancellation.
Recent studies[21, 22] paint a more nuanced picture, and seem to indicate that there may
be significant differences between Hamiltonians for relative quantities as well, notably for
heavier elements.
One must also take into account the effect of the surroundings on the molecular prop-
erties, something preferably done with embedding approaches due to the steep increase in
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computation cost for the explicit inclusion of e.g. solvent molecules. As methods repre-
senting the environment in an implicit manner such as PCM[23] or COSMO[24–26] have
difficulty describing specific interactions such as hydrogen bonds, one is better served by
approaches such as frozen-density embedding (FDE), [27–29] in which the total system is
partitioned into subsystems whose interaction is calculated at DFT while the subsystems
themselves can be treated with DFT (DFT-in-DFT embedding) or WFT (WFT-in-DFT
embedding). FDE has been applied to the calculation of molecular properties arising from
electric perturbations,[30–34] and in particular employing 4c Hamiltonians,[35, 36] though
there have been only a few studies of magnetic properties: NMR shieldings[37, 38] and
indirect spin-spin couplings,[39] the latter using the ZORA Hamiltonian.
The aim of this paper is therefore to bridge this gap and propose an FDE implementa-
tion that is capable of treating general second-order magnetic properties with the 4c Dirac-
Coulomb (DC) Hamiltonian, by extending the general framework for response properties[30]
in line with the 4c DFT simple magnetic balance (sMB) framework.[40] We also investigate
the real-space determination of NMR shielding via the integration of magnetically induced
currents and its use for understanding the effect of approximations introduced in practical
DFT-in-DFT calculations. This will allow for investigating the suitability of approximate
2c approaches for the calculation of chemical shifts and provide a way to incorporate en-
vironment effects in the determination of shielding scales and the nuclear magnetic dipole
moments,[41] a field which has received renewed interest in recent years.[42–45]
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we present an overview of the
theoretical formulation, followed by the presentation of proof-of-principle calculations on the
H2X–H2O (X = Se, Te, Po) family of compounds, where we also compare the description of
environment effects with 2c and 4c Hamiltonians for NMR shieldings and indirect spin-spin
couplings. Such a comparison for magnetizabilities is currently not possible as ours is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first FDE implementation.
II. THEORY
We begin by briefly summarizing the theory for NMR shieldings,[40, 46, 47] magnetizability[48]
and NMR spin-spin couplings[46, 49, 50] in closed-shell molecules with the 4c relativistic DC
Hamiltonian and mean-field methods and its implementation in the DIRAC[51] software,
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followed by the general FDE framework for molecular properties[30] and its extension to
magnetic properties in relativistic framework.
Throughout the text, i, j, . . . denote occupied molecular orbitals, a, b, . . . virtual orbitals
and p, q, . . . orbitals in general. Greek indices are used for the three Cartesian components
and Latin indices are used for the components of four-component vector. The summation
over repeated indices is assumed. The SI-based atomic units are employed ( ~ = me = e =
1/(4pi0) = 1).[52] As we restrict ourselves to closed-shell systems represented by a single
Slater determinant, we employ the following parametrization in second quantization for the
unperturbed wavefunctions:
|0˜〉 = exp (−κˆ) |0〉; κˆ = κaiaˆ†iˆ− κ∗aiiˆ†aˆ, (5)
where κˆ is an anti-Hermitian operator represented by a matrix of orbital rotation amplitudes,
which serve as variational parameters in optimization of the ground state and its response
to an external perturbation.
A. Molecules in magnetic fields in a 4c framework
Molecular Hamiltonian Starting with the generic form of the Hamiltonian in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation,
Hˆ =
∑
i
hˆi +
∑
i<j
gˆij + VNN , (6)
with VNN denoting a classical repulsion potential of clamped nuclei, it is the choice of one-
and two-electron operators - hˆi and gˆij, that determines whether and which relativistic
effects are included.[53] The one-electron part corresponds to the Dirac operator, which in
the presence of a uniform external magnetic field ( ~B) and magnetic dipole moments of nuclei
({~mK}) reads:
hˆ = hˆ0 + ~B · hˆB +
∑
K
~mK · hˆmK , hˆ0 = β′mc2 + c(~α · ~p) + vnuc, (7)
where α and β′ = β− 14×4 are 4×4 Dirac matrices in their standard representation, c is the
speed of light.[54] The Zeeman operator, hˆB, and the hyperfine operators, hˆmK , are defined
as:
hˆB =
1
2
(~rG × c~α), hˆmK =
1
c2
~rK × c~α
r3K
, (8)
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where ~rX = ~r − ~RX with an arbitrary gauge origin ~RG and the center of nucleus K in ~RK .
The two-electron part of the 4c DC Hamiltonian is restricted to the Coulomb potential,
which in relativistic regime also includes spin-same-orbit interaction.[53]
One-electron basis The 4c molecular spinors, eigenfunctions of the DC Hamiltonian, are
expanded in scalar finite basis sets.[54] The small component basis functions (χS) are gener-
ated from the large component functions (χL) by the restricted kinetic balance (RKB) or the
restricted magnetic balance (RMB) prescription, which properly describes the relation be-
tween large and small components in the presence of external magnetic fields. The question of
magnetic balance in 4c calculations was initially addressed by Aucar and coworkers [46] and
Kutzelnigg,[55, 56] though later investigations have shown these yielded mixed results.[57]
Later, Komorovsky and coworkers,[58–60] followed by Cheng[61] and Reynolds,[62] have
revisited the question formally – and computationally – establishing RMB.
For properties explicitly dependent on an external magnetic field (σ, ξ), the basis functions
are replaced by London atomic orbitals,
ωKµ (~r) = exp
{
− i
2
~B × (~RK − ~RG) · ~r
}
χKµ (~r), (9)
which guarantee the gauge-origin invariance of results in a finite basis approximation. LAOs
are also appealing when used in combination with RMB as they make the magnetic balance
atomic and easy to handle by the simple scheme (sMB).[40] The orthogonality of molecular
orbitals at all field strengths is ensured by connection matrices, T ,[63] which couple the
unmodified molecular orbitals (UMOs) to the orthonormalized set (OMOs, {ψ˘}),
ψUMOq ( ~B) = ωµ( ~B)cµq(0), ψ˘p( ~B) = ψ
UMO
q ( ~B)Tqp( ~B), (10)
yet for the price of more complex equations, as the wave function is now dependent on a
perturbation through ωµ( ~B) and T ( ~B) in addition to κpq( ~B).
Spin Density Functional Theory The choice of the spin-density functional theory
(SDFT)[64–66] is a compromise between a desirable[67–69] yet so far unattainable[70–73]
DFT formalism for molecules in magnetic fields involving the current density, and the con-
ventional charge-density-only approaches whose density functional approximations (DFAs)
are developed to reproduce energy in the absence of magnetic perturbations.[74, 75] Also, due
to the complexity of relativistic generalization of DFT method,[65, 76, 77] non-relativistic
functionals are used with relativistic densities.
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In this work, the non-collinear SDFT is employed, with the spin density (calculated as
a norm of spin magnetization vector) and the charge density as basic variables, expressed
together as a general density component:[40, 58, 78]
ρk(~r, ~B) = Ω˘pq;k(~r, ~B)D˜pq(κ) k ∈ {0, x, y, z}, (11)
with the elements of the density matrix, D˜pq = 〈0˜|p†q|0˜〉 and the generalized overlap distri-
bution, Ω˘, expressed in OMO basis whenever LAOs are used:
Ω˘pq;k = ψ˘
†
pΣkψ˘q; Σ0 = I4×4, Σµ =
 σµ 02×2
02×2 σµ
 . (12)
The ground state energy and the optimal ρk are obtained by minimization of the energy
functional, E[ρk], which can be written in a Kohn–Sham (KS) manner as a sum of five
terms:
E[ρk] = Ts[ρk] + Exc[ρk] + VNN (13)
+
∫ (
ρ0vnuc +
∑
µ=x,y,z
ρµ ·Bµ
)
d~r +
1
2
∫∫
ρ0(~r1)ρ0(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2,
where Ts is a kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons, Exc is the exchange–correlation (xc)
contribution and two last terms describe the interaction of electrons with an electromagnetic
potential and with other electrons, respectively. The minimization of Eq. 13 with respect to
ρk (in the zero magnetic-field limit) yields the 4c KS equations for the DC Hamiltonian:(
β′mc2 + c(~α · ~p) + vKS[ρk]
)
ψ = εψ, (14)
with the effective KS potential :
vKS[ρk] = −
(
vnuc +
∫
ρ0(~r
′)
|~r − ~r′|d~r
′ +
δExc
δρk
)
. (15)
Linear response (LR) at the 4c SDFT level Considering now the case of time-independent
perturbations with strengths ε1 and ε2, the second-order molecular property can be written
as:
d2E
dε1dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
∂2E
∂κpq∂ε2
∂κpq
∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
+
∂2E
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, (16)
assuming that the energy is optimized with respect to variational parameters at all field
strengths, ∂E/∂κ = 0. The first contribution is determined perturbatively, with the first-
order orbital rotation amplitudes, ∂κ/∂ε, obtained from the LR equations:
0 =
d
dε1
(
∂E
∂κpq
)∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
(
∂2E
∂κpq∂ε1
+
∂2E
∂κpq∂κrs
∂κrs
∂ε1
)∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, (17)
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which can be recast in a matrix form as:[79]
0 = E[1]ε1 + E
[2]
0 Xε1 . (18)
Here, E
[2]
0 is the electronic Hessian, E
[1]
ε1 the property gradient and Xε1 the solution vector
yielding {κε1rs}. While the Hessian is independent on a perturbation, the property gradient
is calculated as the first-order derivative of the KS matrix with respect to field strength of
applied perturbation,
E[1]ε1 =
 gε1
g∗ε1
 , gε1ai = ∂Eε1∂κ∗ai
∣∣∣∣
0
= 〈0|[−aˆ†i aˆa, hˆε1 ]|0〉 = −F˜ ε1ai . (19)
In particular, if ε1 = ~B, the property gradient is calculated in OMO basis and requires
additional contributions involving derivatives of LAOs and of matrices T.[40, 47] Once Xε1
has been determined, one can construct the static linear response function:
〈〈ε1; ε2〉〉0 = E[1]†ε1 Xε2 = −E[1]†ε1
(
E
[2]
0
)−1
E[1]ε2 , (20)
which constitutes the response contribution to the molecular property expressed by the first
term of Eq. 16. The second term of Eq. 16 can be thought of as an expectation value, which
due to the linearity of the DC Hamiltonian in applied perturbations (Eq. 7) is non-zero only
in perturbation-dependent basis sets.
This brings about to the final form of the properties of interest in this paper:
KKLαβ = 〈〈mK;α;mL;β〉〉0 (21)
σKαβ = 〈〈mK;α;Bβ〉〉0 (22)
ξαβ = −
(
〈〈Bα;Bβ〉〉0 + ∂
2E
∂Bα∂Bβ
∣∣∣∣
0
)
(23)
with the LAO basis used for the last two.
B. Frozen Density Embedding
In FDE the total system is partitioned into interacting subsystems (for simplicity here
we shall consider only two, the one of interest (I) and the other (II) representing the envi-
ronment) implying a partition of the total density and energy.[27] We can further consider
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the case of spin-density FDE[80, 81] and partition the generalized density component and
the energy,
ρtotk (~r) = ρ
I
k(~r) + ρ
II
k (~r) (24)
Etot[ρ
tot
k ] = EI [ρ
I
k] + EII [ρ
II
k ] + Eint[ρ
I
k, ρ
II
k ], (25)
where EM [ρ
M
k ] is the energy of an isolated subsystem (M = I, II) calculated from Eq. 13
and Eint is the interaction energy dependent on densities of both subsystems,
Eint[ρ
I
k, ρ
II
k ] = Etot[ρ
tot
k ]− EI [ρIk]− EII [ρIIk ]
=
∫ [
ρI0(~r)v
II
nuc(~r) + ρ
II
0 (~r)v
I
nuc(~r)
]
d~r + EI,IInuc
+
∫ ∫
ρI0(~r1)ρ
II
0 (~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 + E
nadd
xc + T
nadd
s . (26)
where EI,IInuc is the nuclear repulsion energy between subsystems, E
nadd
xc and T
nadd
s are the
non-additive contributions defined as:[30]
Xnadd ≡ Xnadd[ρIk, ρIIk ] = X[ρtotk ]−X[ρIk]−X[ρIIk ]. (27)
In order to determine ρIk in the presence of other subsystem(s) with a given generalized
density ρIIk one solves the 4c KS equations for a constrained electron density (KSCED)[82]
which, in the limit of zero magnetic field have the form
(
β′mc2 + c(~α · ~p) + vKS[ρIk] + vIemb[ρIk, ρIIk ]
)
ψI(~r) = εIψI(~r), (28)
where an effective KS potential of Eq. 15 is augmented by the embedding potential,
vIemb;k(~r) =
δEint
δρIk(~r)
=
δEnaddxc
δρIk
+
δT nadds
δρIk
+ vIInuc(~r) +
∫
ρII0 (~r
′)
|~r − ~r′|d~r
′, (29)
representing the interaction of subsystem I with other subsystem(s). One can also relax the
constraints on ρIIk by interchanging it with ρ
I
k and solving the analogous KSCED equations
in an iterative manner in the so-called freeze-thaw [83] procedure.
FDE is formally exact in the limit of exact functionals describing the non-additive
exchange-correlation and kinetic energies, but for computational efficiency both are gen-
erally obtained with approximate density functionals and grouped into a single term,
Enaddxck [ρ
I
k, ρ
II
k ] = E
nadd
xc [ρ
I
k, ρ
II
k ] + T
nadd
s [ρ
I
k, ρ
II
k ]. (30)
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It should be noted that the currently available kinetic energy functionals have a lim-
ited accuracy,[27, 28] and while sufficient for relatively weak interactions (eg. hydrogen
bonds),[84] practical difficulties may emerge for stronger ones requiring to replace the ki-
netic energy density functionals by other approaches.[85, 86]
1. FDE molecular properties
In what follows we shall discuss the contributions to second-order molecular properties
presented in Eq. 16 in a subsystem manner. We use separate sets of externally orthogonal
orbitals for subsystems I and II,[30, 87] implying the separate sets of orbital rotation coeffi-
cients, κpM qN = δMNκpM qM for M,N ∈ {I, II}, and the parametrization of the total density
(Eq. 24):
ρtotk (~r, κ
I , κII) = ρIk(~r, κ
I) + ρIIk (~r, κ
II), (31)
with κM = {κpM qM} for M ∈ {I, II}.
a. Linear response functions The electronic Hessian and property gradient are now
subdivided into isolated subsystem and interaction contributions[30]
E
[2]
0 =
E[2];M,M0 0
0 E
[2];N,N
0
+
E[2];M,M0,int E[2];M,N0;int
E
[2];N,M
0,int E
[2];N,N
0;int
 , (32)
E[1]ε1 =
[
E
[1];M
ε1 E
[1];N
ε1
]†
+
[
E
[1];M
ε1;int
E
[1];N
ε1;int
]†
, (33)
with M 6= N , what leads to a system of LR equations
(E
[2];M,M
0 + E
[2];M,M
0;int )X
M
ε1
+ E
[2];M,N
0;int X
N
ε1
= −(E[1];Mε1 + E[1];Mε1;int), (34)
E
[2];N,M
0;int X
M
ε1
+ (E
[2];N,N
0 + E
[2];N,N
0;int )X
N
ε1
= −(E[1];Nε1 + E[1];Nε1;int), (35)
where the response vector has also been split into blocks pertaining to each subsystem,
Xε1 = [X
M
ε1
XNε1 ]
†. The matrix elements of each sub-block have the form
E
[2];M,M
0 =
∂2EM
∂κMpq∂κ
M
rs
; E
[2];M,N
0;int =
∂2Eint
∂κMpq∂κ
N
rs
(36)
for the Hessian and
E[1];Mε1 =
∂2EM
∂κMai ∂ε1
; E
[1];M
ε1;int
=
∂2Eint
∂κMai ∂ε1
(37)
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for the property gradient.
While the subsystem contributions to the electronic Hessian and property gradient are as
in (S)DFT, the interaction contributions are calculated from the chain rule, employing the
parametrization of Eq. 31, which allows for a straightforward separation of the contributions
from perturbed densities of both subsystems (M,N ∈ {I, II}):
∂2Eint
∂κMpq∂κ
N
rs
∣∣∣∣
0
= δMN
∫
δEint
δρMk
∂2ρMk
∂κMpq∂κ
N
rs
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∫∫
δ2Eint
δρMk δρ
N
k′
∂ρMk
∂κMpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρNk′
∂κNrs
∣∣∣∣
0
(38)
∂2Eint
∂κMpq∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
δEint
δρMk
∂2ρMk
∂κMpq∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∫∫
δ2Eint
δρMk δρ
N
k′
∂ρMk
∂κMpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρNk′
∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
(39)
The functional derivatives of the interaction energy with respect to the general density
components are the embedding potential vMemb;k of Eq. 29 and the embedding kernel (M,N ∈
{I, II}):
wM,Nemb;k,k’(~r1, ~r2) =
δ2Eint
δρMk (~r1)δρ
N
k′(~r2)
= (1− δMN) 1|~r1 − ~r2| (40)
+
δ2Exck
δρtotk (~r1)δρ
tot
k′ (~r2)
− δMN δ
2Exck
δρMk (~r1)δρ
M
k′ (~r2)
We recall that in both cases the functional derivatives are calculated with the ground-state
densities.
Electronic Hessian The interaction energy contributions to the electronic Hessian
(Eq.38) can be further rewritten as (M 6= N):
∂2Eint
∂κMpq∂κ
N
rs
∣∣∣∣
0
= δMN
∫
vMemb;k
∂2ρMk
∂κMpq∂κ
N
rs
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∫∫
wM,Memb;k,k’
∂ρMk
∂κMpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρMk′
∂κMrs
∣∣∣∣
0
(41)
+
∫∫
wM,Nemb;k,k’
∂ρMk
∂κMpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρNk′
∂κNrs
∣∣∣∣
0
, (42)
discerning the embedding potential as well as the uncoupled and coupled embedding kernel
terms. In the current DIRAC implementation[30] only the terms from Eq. 41 are included,
so that coupling contributions of Eq. 42 are neglected. As it is usually the case, the Hessian
is not explicitly constructed but rather its eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained by
iterative approaches.[79]
Property gradient When there is no dependence of ρk on the perturbation, Eq. 39 is
identically zero and the property gradient contains only contributions from the isolated
subsystems. As terms of Eq. 39 are non-zero when LAOs are used, from now on they will
be referred to as FDE-LAO contributions to the property gradient. Eq. 39 can be rewritten
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in a more explicit form (M 6= N),
∂
∂Bα
∂Eint
∂κMai
∣∣∣∣
0
= −
∫
vMemb;k(~r)Ω˘
Bα;M
ia;k d~r (43)
−
∫∫
wM,Memb;k,k’(~r1, ~r2)Ω
M
ia;k(~r1)Ω˘
Bα;M
jj;k′ (~r2)d~r1d~r2 (44)
−
∫∫
wM,Nemb;k,k’(~r1, ~r2)Ω
M
ia;k(~r1)Ω˘
Bα;N
jj;k′ (~r2)d~r1d~r2. (45)
employing the notation for the embedding potential (Eq. 29), the embedding kernel (Eq. 40)
and the derivatives of orbital overlap distributions (summarized in Table VI). Detailed work-
ing expressions used for practical implementation of Eq. 43-45 are presented in Appendix
(Eq. 71).
Terms dependent on one subsystem, Eqs. 43-44, are in effect analogous to the XC contri-
butions to the property gradient in OMO basis,[40] only with derivatives of the interaction
energy replacing derivatives of the XC energy. In the LR algorithm[79] the property gradient
is calculated once and is not updated in the iterative procedure, therefore the computational
cost of including FDE-LAO terms does not significantly increase an overall cost of calcula-
tions, unless the coupling terms (Eq. 45) are considered, what will be briefly discussed in
the following.
Coupling kernel contributions to the linear response function As terms dependent on
the embedding kernel (Eq. 40) may involve perturbed densities of two different subsystems
(M 6= N), they will introduce a coupling between these subsystems through Coulomb and
non-additive terms.
The coupling kernel contributions to the electronic Hessian (Eq. 42) have been discussed
at length in the context of excitation energies[30, 33, 85, 88, 89] or electric polarizabilities,[34]
and were shown to be important for extensive properties or when excitations cannot be
considered (to good accuracy) as dominated by local components, but can often be neglected
otherwise.[35–38, 90–92]
The coupling kernel contributions to the property gradient have received less attention so
far. As all FDE-LAO contributions to the property gradient result from using LAOs, which
shift the gauge origin from an arbitrary point to the center of nuclei, this coupling term can
be regarded as a small correction due to the shift from the origin – e.g. in the center of mass
of subsystem I – to the centers of nuclei in subsystem II. While we still lack the coupling
contributions to the Hessian, in the following we shall nevertheless investigate the relative
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importance of this term in the property gradient.
The presence of coupling terms increases the complexity and cost of calculations. As LR
equations are solved for one subsystem at a time, the necessary derivatives of the density of
subsystem II have to be calculated and stored before the response equations for subsystem
I are invoked. Eq. 45 involves the non-additive Exck term (calculated analogously as the
uncoupled Exck part), as well as the Coulomb contribution,∫
wI,II;Coulombemb;0 Ω˘
Bα;II
jj;0 (~r1)Ω
I
ia;0(~r)d~r1, (46)
which in our implementation is calculated via numerical integration of the expression∫ [∑
µν
c?µicνa
∫
χI,†µ (~r1)Σ0χ
I
ν(~r1)
|~r − ~r1| d~r1
] [
Ω˘Bα,IIjj,0 (~rs)
]
d~r. (47)
b. Expectation values In a manner similar to the total energy in Eq. 25, the expectation
value term (second term in Eq. 16) can be subdivided into subsystem and interaction parts:
∂2E
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∂2EI
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∂2EII
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∂2Eint
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
. (48)
The subsystem contributions will have the same form as discussed elsewhere, whereas the
interaction term is
∂2Eint
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∑
M=I,II
∫
δEint
δρMk
∂2ρMk
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
(49)
+
∑
M,N=I,II
∫∫
δ2Eint
δρMk δρ
N
k′
∂ρMk
∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρNk′
∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
. (50)
From this expression one can, as in the linear response case, distinguish interaction contri-
butions to each of subsystems,
∂2EMint
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
δEint
δρMk
∂2ρMk
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∫∫
δ2Eint
δρMk δρ
M
k′
∂ρMk
∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρMk′
∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
vMemb;k(~r)Ω˘
BαBβ ;M
ii;k d~r (51)
+
∫∫
wM,Memb;k,k’(~r1, ~r2)Ω˘
Bα;M
ii;k (~r1)Ω˘
Bβ ;M
jj;k′ (~r2)d~r1d~r2, (52)
containing embedding potential and kernel contributions, and those which depend on both
subsystems (M 6= N)
∂2EMNint
∂ε1∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫∫
δ2Eint
δρMk δρ
N
k′
∂ρMk
∂ε1
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρNk′
∂ε2
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫∫
wM,Nemb;k,k’(~r1, ~r2)Ω˘
Bα;M
ii;k (~r1)Ω˘
Bβ ;N
jj;k′ (~r2)d~r1d~r2, (53)
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made-up exclusively of a coupling kernel term. Working equations are presented in the
Appendix (Eq. 73).
Coupling kernel contributions to the expectation value As in the case of property gra-
dient, all terms in Eqs. 49 - 50 would be zero in perturbation-independent basis sets, thus
from now on they will be referred to as FDE-LAO contributions to the expectation value.
Although Eq. 53 depends on the coupling kernel, it does not involve the relaxation of the
subsystems’ densities as in the electronic Hessian but rather the static correction to the
choice of response parameters. Here we note that first-quantization and second-quantization
formulations of second-order magnetic properties in LAO basis define expectation value con-
tributions differently.[47]
C. Tensor Expressions for the molecular properties and their representation in
terms of magnetically induced currents
The theory discussed above is sufficient to determine the properties of interest in the
subsystem approach. However, these properties can also be presented in a different math-
ematical form using the linearity of the 4c DC Hamiltonian in applied perturbations, com-
plemented by the formulation involving magnetically induced current densities, which more
directly conveys the physical characteristics of each property.
1. NMR shielding and indirect spin-spin coupling tensors
The NMR shielding or the NMR indirect spin-spin coupling tensors in Eqs. 21 and 22
can be recast in a computationally advantageous form[47] in terms of expectation values
involving the hyperfine operator for a nuclei L, the unperturbed spinors |ψi〉 and the first-
order perturbed spinors[40, 47] |ψ˜ii 〉, yielding the general expression
M ;Lαβ =
∑
i
{
〈ψ˜αi |hˆmL;β |ψi〉+ 〈ψi|hˆmL;β |ψ˜αi 〉
}
. (54)
The expression for the shielding tensor σLαβ is therefore obtained from Eq. 54 by employing
the spinors perturbed by the external magnetic field ( = ~B), |ψ˜Bαi 〉, and by the same token
the spin-spin coupling tensor KKLαβ is obtained by employing the spinors perturbed by the
nuclear magnetic dipole ( = ~mK), |ψmK;αi 〉.
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In the FDE case, as each subsystem is described by its own set of externally-orthogonal
orbitals, we can rewrite the expression in Eq. 54 as
M ;Lαβ =
∑
i∈I
{
〈ψ˜αi |hˆmL;β |ψi〉+ 〈ψi|hˆmL;β |ψ˜αi 〉
}
(55)
+
∑
j∈II
{
〈ψ˜αj |hˆmL;β |ψj〉+ 〈ψj|hˆmL;β |ψ˜αj 〉
}
. (56)
The FDE expression for σLαβ or K
KL
αβ can be further approximated by neglecting the terms
arising from Eq. 56. In the case of NMR shieldings, assuming nucleus L belongs to subsystem
I, this approximation should be sufficient, especially if the overlap between two subsystems is
small, but whatever the case we can estimate this missing contribution by the magnetically-
induced current density formulation outlined in section II C 3. For the spin-spin tensor this
approximation should also be good due to the local nature of the hyperfine operator, if both
K and L belong to subsystem I (a restriction in our current implementation).
2. Magnetizability tensor
Contrary to NMR properties, the magnetizability tensor is not a local property as the
Zeeman operator (Eq. 8) affects the whole system. It can be expressed in terms of the sum
of (interacting) intra-subsystem and inter-subsystem contributions
ξαβ = ξ
I,(II)
αβ + ξ
II,(I)
αβ , (57)
where
ξ
I,(II)
αβ =
[
∂2EI
∂Bα∂Bβ
∣∣∣∣
0
+
∂2EM=Iint
∂Bα∂Bβ
∣∣∣∣
0
]
(58)
+
[
∂2EI
∂κIpq∂Bβ
+
∂2Eint
∂κIpq∂Bβ
]
∂κIpq
∂Bα
. (59)
The terms in Eq. 59 are calculated by solving the linear response equations for subsystems
I with FDE-LAO contributions to the property gradient (Eqs. 43 - 45). The term involving
EM=Iint in Eq. 58 will contain intra-subsystem contributions of Eqs. 51 and 52 with the
summation restricted to subsystem I and the inter-subsystem contribution from Eq. 53,
where the summation is constrained to have M = I. The second term in Eq. 59, ξ
II,(I)
αβ , is
obtained by permutation of indices I and II.
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3. Tensors in terms of induced currents
The relativistic current density vector and its first-order derivatives with respect to
perturbations,[93]
~j(~r) = −e
∑
i
ψ†i c~αψi (60)
~j ε1(~r) = −e
∑
i
{
ψ˜ε1;†i c~αψi + ψ
†
i c~αψ˜
ε1
i
}
, (61)
allow to construct property densities,[94] which may be visualized on a grid and integrated
– giving the value of the corresponding property. Thus, the properties studied in this paper
can be written as:
σKαβ = −
1
c2
∫
1
r3K
(
~rK ×~j Bα
)
β
d~r, (62)
KKLαβ = −
1
c2
∫
1
r3K
(
~rK ×~jmL;α
)
β
d~r. (63)
ξαβ = −1
2
∫ (
~rG ×~j Bα
)
β
d~r. (64)
where the first-order current density perturbed by an external magnetic field is calculated
with LAOs.[95]
An advantage of using the induced current density is that while evaluated for one subsys-
tem, it can be contracted with the position vector pointing to the other subsystem allowing
to evaluate contributions, for example from Eq. 56, for the NMR shielding tensor as:
σK;IIαβ = −
1
c2
∫
1
(~rIIi − ~RIK)3
(
(~rIIi − ~RIK)×~j Bα;II
)
β
d~r, (65)
where the superscripts I and II denoting the subsystems are written explicitly for each vector.
Eq. 65 is analogous to nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS) calculations outlined for
FDE by Jacob and Visscher.[38]
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have investigated three hydrogen-bonded HXH–OH2 complexes, where X = Se, Te,
Po. Their structures were optimized in ADF software,[96] using the scalar version of the
zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA)[97, 98] Hamiltonian, the B3LYP[99] functional
and basis sets of the triple-zeta quality (TZ2P).[100] The optimized structures are included
as supplementary material. The structures for the subsystems are taken from supermolecules
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without any further reoptimization, so that calculation on isolated fragments can be though
of as equivalent to QM/MM embedding where only mechanical (“ME”) coupling between
the subsystems is taken into account.[27]
The wave function optimization and magnetic properties calculations performed with
a development version of the DIRAC code[51] employed the DC Hamiltonian and the
PBE[101, 102] functional. In the FDE calculations the non-additive exchange-correlation
and kinetic energy contributions were calculated with the PBE and PW91k[103] function-
als, respectively. In response calculations we have used the full derivatives of the PBE and
PW91k functionals provided by the XCFun library.[104] The basis sets were of augmented
triple-zeta quality: aug-cc-pVTZ[105] for H and O and dyall.acv3z[106, 107] for X.
Calculations of NMR properties with the spin-orbit ZORA Hamiltonian (ZORA-SO) were
performed in ADF with the TZ2P basis set and the PBE functional. For FDE calculations
with ADF we have also employed the PBE and PW91k functionals for the non-additive
contributions.
In both DIRAC and ADF the Gaussian model of nuclear charge distribution[108] was
used and in the case of DIRAC the (SS|SS) class of two-electron integrals was replaced by
a standard correction.[109] Also, in both cases we performed two sets of FDE calculations,
one using densities obtained for the isolated subsystems as frozen densities (hereafter referred
to as “FDE(0)”) and another where we optimized both subsystem densities by exchanging
their role as frozen/active densities in the “freeze-thaw” procedure, which was stopped after
4 iterations with both densities fully optimized (hereafter referred to as “FDE(4)”). In tables
in this paper we present only the latter results, while full tables are available in ESI.
We note that the choice of PBE was motivated by minimizing the differences in the
computational setup between supermolecular and FDE calculations, so the only additional
approximation in the FDE case comes from the kinetic energy functional. Since our aim is to
compare supermolecular and FDE results, a thorough study of the performance of different
functionals (exchange-correlation and/or kinetic) is beyond the scope of this paper.
We use the definitions of Mason[110] for the isotropic and the anisotropic parts of a tensor
Ω in principal axis system, where Ω33 ≥ Ω22 ≥ Ω11,
Ωiso = 1/3(Ω11 + Ω22 + Ω33) (66)
Ωaniso = Ω33 − 1/2(Ω11 + Ω22). (67)
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We have also calculated and plotted NMR shielding densities and their differences. In
this paper we present the differential NMR shielding densities calculated by subtracting
the shielding density of nucleus X and Hb in Figure 1 arising from the induced current in
both subsystems (employing NICS method for the frozen subsystem) from the corresponding
shielding density in a supermolecule. The shielding density is plotted on a 80×80×80 grid
of points generated for supermolecules. The plots were made with Mayavi - the library
for interactive scientific data visualization and 3D plotting in Python.[111] More plots and
relevant data can be found in ESI.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In what follows we shall present all embedding results relative to the supermolecular
ones. Thus, for a given molecular property P we define absolute (∆P f ) and relative (δP f )
property shifts in a general manner as
∆P f = P super − (P I;f + P II;f ) (68)
δP f = ∆P f/P super, (69)
where P super corresponds to the supermolecular value of property P and P i;f denotes the
contribution to the property from the subsystem i. The latter is obtained for the isolated
subsystem (f = ME) or using FDE (f = FDE(n), with n = 0, 4). In the case of NMR
shieldings and indirect spin-spin couplings, which are essentially local to one of the sub-
systems, ∆P f is well approximated by neglecting P II;f in Eq. 69. In the case of FDE
calculations, we introduce additional notation in order to discern FDE-LAO contributions
to the property gradient (NMR shielding and magnetizability) and to the expectation value
(magnetizability), which can be either neglected (FDE(n)[0]), limited to the embedding po-
tential (FDE(n)[v]) or to the embedding potential and the uncoupled kernel (FDE(n)[v+wu])
or also incorporating the coupling kernel (wc) terms (FDE(n)[v + wall]).
A. NMR shielding tensor
The DC calculations of isotropic and anisotropic parts of NMR shielding tensor are sum-
marized in Table I. We present only the results for nuclei of the active subsystem (H2X)
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and we distinguish between the hydrogen involved in the hydrogen bond (Hb) and the other
pointing away from the water molecule.
TABLE I. Absolute DC isotropic and anisotropic shielding values (σsuperiso and σ
super
aniso , in ppm) of
nuclei in H2X (X = Se, Te, Po) subsystems in H2X–H2O, and absolute shifts (∆σ, in ppm) for
the isolated (“ME”) and embedded (“FDE(4)”) H2X molecules in the presence of H2O. For FDE
the values for different approximations in the FDE-LAO treatment (a : [0], b : [v], c : [v + wu],
d : [v + wall]) are shown.
Atom σsuperiso ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso[a]
∆σ
FDE(4)
iso[b]
∆σ
FDE(4)
iso[c]
∆σ
FDE(4)
iso[d]
∆σMEiso
Se 2378.03 –100.75 –12.54 –12.55 –12.33 38.25
Hb 30.88 –0.39 –0.83 –0.67 –0.62 –2.09
H 33.42 0.24 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.43
Te 4667.85 –142.39 –4.62 –9.16 –8.88 67.48
Hb 35.62 –0.29 –0.68 –0.44 –0.42 –1.70
H 37.85 –0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.54
Po 13985.80 –224.54 18.28 –3.52 –3.13 137.84
Hb 40.80 0.50 0.07 –0.09 –0.09 –0.57
H 42.29 –0.22 –0.03 0.00 0.00 0.89
σsuperaniso ∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso[a]
∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso[b]
∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso[c]
∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso[d]
∆σMEaniso
Se 609.27 21.80 –0.13 –0.43 –0.19 0.17
Hb 22.19 5.05 6.00 5.76 5.70 7.29
H 15.13 –1.17 –0.22 –0.22 –0.21 0.09
Te 1189.67 29.78 0.56 –1.22 –1.21 3.60
Hb 14.59 0.50 0.02 0.24 0.28 –1.31
H 15.24 0.54 0.09 0.08 0.08 –0.64
Po 5556.67 61.88 –15.12 –18.36 –18.61 –463.51
Hb 105.25 0.98 –1.28 –1.67 –1.67 –6.01
H 107.80 1.93 0.16 0.08 0.09 –4.03
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1. Isolated subsystems
From the isolated (“ME”) calculation we observe that the hydrogen-bonded water
strongly affects the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the NMR shielding tensors of nuclei
of the active subsystems, leading to the shielding of the heavy centers and the deshielding
of Hb, in agreement with established observations on hydrogen-bonded systems.[112]
The values of ∆σMEiso are progressively larger with the increase of atomic number of X
for all nuclei of an active subsystem: for the X nuclei they range from 38 ppm for SeH2 to
138 ppm for PoH2, for the non H-bonded hydrogen nuclei – from 0.4 ppm for SeH2 to 0.9
ppm for PoH2 and for Hb nuclei – from –2 ppm for SeH2 to –0.6 ppm for PoH2, which for
hydrogen nuclei are significant since 1H NMR shielding is between 10 ppm and 30 ppm in
most applications.[14]
While these ∆σ values are relatively small in comparison to the absolute shieldings, they
can nevertheless be significant in NMR experiments – for instance, both 77Se and 125Te
nuclei are known to be very sensitive to the environment (e.g. solvent, its concentration
and temperature[113]) and even though they span wide chemical shift ranges (6000 ppm for
77Se[114, 115] and 7000 ppm[113] for 125Te), shifts of around 30 ppm (Se) or 60 ppm (Te)
are fingerprints of a specific solvent.[113, 116–118]
For the anisotropies, isolated (“ME”) results are usually very different than the super-
molecular ones for Hb, with ∆σ
ME
aniso of 7 ppm for SeH2, –1 ppm for TeH2 and –6 ppm for
PoH2, which represent deviations of 33%, 9% and 6% respectively. This is not unexpected,
since in order to properly capture the directionality of the hydrogen bond, electronic effects
must be taken into account. Interestingly, these discrepancies are also seen for the Po nu-
cleus in PoH2, whose shielding anisotropy differs from the supermolecular value by 464 ppm
(or 8% difference to the supermolecular value), whereas no significant deviations are seen
for Se or Te.
These tendencies can be better seen in the plots of the differential isotropic shielding
density in Figure 1 (a) for the heavy centers and Hb. Those figures exhibit positive (pink) and
negative (blue) isosurfaces, which, respectively, depict more shielded and more deshielded
areas in a supermolecule than in the embedded subsystems, and which upon integration give
the corresponding values of ∆σMEiso .
We observe from Figure 1 (a) that the plots are rather similar for Se and Te nuclei,
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FIG. 1. Differential isotropic shielding density isosurfaces[119] (isovalues at +0.53 ppm (red) and
-0.53 ppm (blue)) for XH2 - H2O systems X = Se, Te, Po (top) and Hb (bottom), calculated as a
difference between supermolecule shielding densities and the sum of subsystem shielding densities
approximated as: (a) ME (b) FDE(4)[0](c) FDE(4)[v] (d) FDE(4)[v+wu] (e) FDE(4)[v+wall].
Color of atoms: X (blue), O(red), H(grey). 21
exhibiting small negative isosurfaces centered on a heavy nucleus, surrounded by much
larger positive isosurface elongated on X–Hb bond. In case of Po the differential shielding
density is represented by much more complex isosurfaces around heavy center, as the negative
isosurface centered on Po is larger than observed for Se and Te and surrounded by many
well-separated positive lobes. This indicates that even though the property shift ∆σMEiso (Po)
turns out to be relatively modest compared to the value of the absolute shielding, it is a
result of shielded and deshielded areas cancelling out upon integration, reflecting the intricate
interplay between environmental and relativistic effects, which are quite different for Te and
Se.
Towards the heavier neighbouring center, hydrogen nuclei experience larger HALA
effects[120] (reflected by increasing absolute values of σsuperiso (Hb)) contributing to the shield-
ing of Hb nuclei, and competing with the deshielding effect caused by the interaction with
water molecule. We also observe the difference in the non hydrogen bonded hydrogen shield-
ing between PoH2 and the other species, which could also be a consequence of the HALA
effect.
2. Frozen Density Embedding
In what follows we discuss the relative importance of the FDE-LAO contributions
(v, wu, wc), both in terms of the values of isotropic and anisotropic ∆σ
FDE(4) indices as
well as from the plots of the differential isotropic shielding density in Figure 1 (b)-(e). We
also calculated contributions to shielding of X and Hb from the frozen subsystem using the
induced current density formulation from Eq. 65, but since for all approximations these were
found to be smaller than the assumed accuracy (0.01 ppm), they are not shown separately.
Starting with the calculation where no FDE-LAO terms are added to the property gra-
dient, the results of isotropic shieldings are much worse than the “ME” values for all nuclei
considered. The same conclusion is drawn for anisotropic shieldings of Se and Te nuclei, but
not for Po nucleus, for which ∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso value remains smaller than the one incorporating
only the mechanical coupling.
The inclusion of FDE-LAO[v] contributions yields significant improvement over the iso-
lated values. For the heavy elements, ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso increases from the very negative values
obtained without FDE-LAO terms to still significant negative values for Se (–13 ppm), less
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negative for Te (–4 ppm) and positive for Po (18 ppm). For Hb the inclusion of the potential
acts in the opposite direction and we observe relatively small decrease of ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso values,
whereas for the other hydrogen there is little change.
Uncoupled kernel contributions (v + wu) further improve results as they partially offset
the v contribution and reduce the ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso to rather small values. The wu correction is
much more significant for Po than for Te, and for Se only little improvement is seen. The
reason for this difference among elements is that the kernel terms introduce contributions
from the response of the spin-density which becomes more significant as the elements become
heavier. This is also the reason why wu contributions affect the shielding of Hb atoms (spin-
orbit mechanism of HALA effect). The uncoupled kernel also accentuates the trend seen for
∆σ
FDE(4)
aniso (X), making it more negative and therefore overestimating shielding anisotropy of
X. This overestimation is also observed for the σ
FDE(4)
aniso (Hb) except in SeH2.
The coupling terms (wc), on the other hand, act in general to offset the uncoupled kernel
terms but their magnitude is, as expected from the local nature of the NMR shielding, much
smaller than the latter for all atoms so it plays no significant role in either the isotropic
shielding value or the shielding anisotropy.
All of the above let us conclude that, while FDE isotropic shieldings are rather good and
relatively much better as the systems become heavier, there are still significant shortcomings
in the description of the anisotropies in these systems. The key to further improve the results
is in ameliorating the leading FDE-LAO contribution (v), and a possible way to do so is via
the use of accurate approximations to the non-additive kinetic energy contributions.[85, 86]
B. Magnetizability
The magnetizability tensors calculated with the DC Hamiltonian are summarized in Ta-
ble II, where we present the isotropic (ξiso) and first anisotropy (ξaniso1) values. The results
for the second anisotropy, ξaniso2, can be found in the supplementary material.
The magnetizability is an extensive property and therefore in order to compare to the
supermolecular values one should obtain the tensors for both subsystems. Another of its
features, demonstrated by numerous studies, is that its value in a molecule can be very
well approximated by a sum of contributing atomic susceptibilities,[121–123] with only few
exceptions, e.g. aromatic hydrocarbons,[123] small molecules containing fluorine[124] or
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TABLE II. DC isotropic and first anisotropic magnetizabilities (ξiso and ξaniso1, in SI units) for
the H2X–H2O (X = Se, Te, Po) systems as well as for the H2X and H2O subsystems, the latter
as isolated (“ME”) and embedded (“FDE(4)”) calculations. In the case of subsystem calculations
the total ξtotiso and ξ
tot
aniso1 are given as the sum of the subsystem values. For FDE the values for the
different approximations in the FDE-LAO treatment (a : [0], b : [v], c : [v + wu], d : [v + wall]) are
shown.
System ξsuperiso ξ
FDE(4)
iso[a]
ξ
FDE(4)
iso[b]
ξ
FDE(4)
iso[c]
ξ
FDE(4)
iso[d]
ξMEiso
SeH2 — –183.07 –608.99 –606.54 –606.54 –602.19
H2O — 781.33 –233.79 –233.78 –233.76 –234.19
ξtot –836.26 598.26 –842.77 –840.32 –840.30 –836.31
∆ξ 0.0 –1434.52 6.51 4.06 4.04 0.05
TeH2 — –630.07 –858.94 –848.68 –848.74 –842.57
H2O — 235.10 –233.74 –233.74 –233.60 –233.83
ξtot -1080.67 –394.97 –1092.69 –1082.42 –1082.33 –1076.39
∆ξ 0.0 –685.71 12.01 1.74 1.66 –4.28
PoH2 — –895.55 –1030.19 –949.80 –949.71 –940.09
H2O — –169.52 –234.11 –234.10 –233.18 –234.02
ξtot -1184.04 –1065.08 –1264.30 –1183.91 –1182.89 –1174.11
∆ξ 0.0 –118.96 80.26 –0.13 –1.15 –9.92
ξsuperaniso1 ξ
FDE(4)
aniso1[a]
ξ
FDE(4)
aniso1[b]
ξ
FDE(4)
aniso1[c]
ξ
FDE(4)
aniso1[d]
ξMEaniso1
SeH2 — –358.80 –47.12 –45.88 –45.88 –45.97
H2O — –1396.29 –5.76 –5.76 –5.78 –6.51
ξtot –57.94 –1755.08 –52.88 –51.64 –51.66 –52.48
∆ξ 0.0 1697.14 –5.07 –6.31 –6.28 –5.47
TeH2 — –227.24 –86.32 –80.29 –80.32 –80.30
H2O — –650.52 –5.53 –5.53 –5.70 –6.06
ξtot –81.63 –877.77 –91.85 –85.82 –86.02 –86.36
∆ξ 0.0 796.14 10.23 4.19 4.39 4.73
PoH2 — –290.25 –261.88 –91.58 –91.56 –91.79
H2O — –93.62 –6.45 –6.45 –7.47 –6.73
ξtot –89.81 –383.87 –268.34 –98.03 –99.02 –98.52
∆ξ 0.0 294.06 178.53 8.22 9.21 8.71
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metal clusters.[18] This curious additivity of magnetizability tensor – known as the Pas-
cal’s rule[125, 126] – has been attributed to the local diamagnetic nature of atoms in
molecules[124, 127] and the breakdown of this rule to the ”long-range circulation of elec-
trons” not accounted for in the atomic picture.[127]
While Pascal’s rule has been defined in terms of atomic susceptibilities, one could consider
the additivity of magnetizability of molecular assemblies in terms of its constituent molecules.
Recent studies[128] have shown that Pascal’s rule is particularly useful when analysed in
terms of the magnetically induced current density, as the interaction of induced currents
in neighbouring molecules and the increase of paramagnetic component of magnetizability
tensor can be connected to the breakdown of the additivity rule.
1. Isolated subsystems
As can be seen in Table II, the ∆ξMEiso values are rather small in absolute (¡0.1 for Se,
–4.3 for Te and –9.9 for Po, in SI units) as well as in relative terms. From these results, one
would be justified in considering that Pascal’s rule holds rather well for these systems.
The property shifts are larger for ξaniso1, with ∆ξ
ME
aniso1 that tend to increase with an in-
crease of atomic number of X (-5.5 for Se, 4.7 for Te and 8.7 for Po, in SI units) with the
inverse trend for ∆ξMEaniso2. More interesting, however, is that these values amount overall to
much larger relative differences (9.4%, -5.8%, -9.7% for Se, Te and Po for ∆ξMEaniso1, respec-
tively), and the change of sign along the series again indicates a complex interplay between
relativistic and environmental effects in this sort of embedding.
2. Frozen Density Embedding
For magnetizability, FDE-LAO contributions are also present in the property gradient
and in the expectation value part, thus it is again useful to consider the relative importance
of each of them. We shall here once again focus on FDE(4) results, noting that FDE(0)
results follow these closely but shows slightly worse agreement with supermolecular values
than FDE(4). The ∆ξ
FDE(4)
iso values calculated with no FDE-LAO terms are much larger
in magnitude than those for the isolated calculations. Unlike for σ, even the inclusion of
FDE-LAO[v] terms yields ∆ξ
FDE(4)
iso values which are significantly larger in magnitude (6.5
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for Se, 12 for Te and 80.3 for Po, in SI) than those for the isolated (“ME”) calculations.
The uncoupled kernel contribution (v + wu) brings about little changes in ∆ξ
FDE(4)
iso for
Se but significant improvement for Te and, especially, for Po. As for the NMR shielding,
the coupling kernel (v + wall) term has a small effect, further leading to a decrease in the
∆ξ
FDE(4)
iso values.
These results indicate that the additivity of ξiso results from FDE calculations with all
second-order terms (v+wall) is significantly better than from the isolated (“ME”) calculations
as the subsystem becomes heavier, and may suggest an inflexion point between Se and Te
where electronic effects would become important enough for results to start deviating from
Pascal’s rule.
A similar trend is found for the ∆ξ
FDE(4)
aniso1 values, with FDE-LAO[v] calculations under-
performing isolated ones and the kernel contributions being important for yielding good
agreement with reference values. As for the NMR shielding anisotropies, significant discrep-
ancies with respect to the supermolecular results remain. The performance of FDE for the
second anisotropy is slightly better but follows the same trends.
C. NMR spin-spin coupling tensor
The indirect reduced spin-spin coupling tensor calculated with the DC Hamiltonian for
the H–Hb, X–H and X–Hb pairs of nuclei corresponding to the XH2 species are found in
Table III.
1. Isolated subsystems
The absolute values of isotropic one-bond spin-spin coupling constants (SSCCs) involving
the heavy nuclei increase significantly and, due to relativity,[129] for PoH2 are around 30
times larger to those in SeH2. In relative terms, however, X–H SSCCs hardly change for the
isolated (“ME”) subsystems in relation to supermolecular values, with a slight increase as
the systems become heavier (from about 2 for Se or Te to 5 for Po, SI units), whereas for
X–Hb SSCCs the opposite trend is found (from 7–9 for Se/Te to –1 for Po, SI units).
The observation that environment effects are more important in the case of Se–Hb and
Te–Hb than of Se–H and Te–H, respectively, is intuitive considering that most of the studied
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TABLE III. DC isotropic and anisotropic reduced indirect spin-spin couplings (Ksuperiso and K
super
aniso ,
in SI) for the H2X subsystem in H2X–H2O, and absolute shifts (∆K, in SI) for the isolated (“ME”)
and embedded (“FDE(4)”) H2X molecules in the presence of H2O.
Nuclei Ksuperiso ∆K
FDE(4)
iso ∆K
ME
iso K
super
aniso ∆K
FDE(4)
aniso ∆K
ME
aniso
Hb Se –11.22 1.52 7.25 113.79 –1.23 1.25
H Se –16.04 0.07 1.51 110.68 –0.33 –1.01
Hb H –0.77 0.00 –0.02 0.89 0.00 –0.01
Hb Te –53.11 1.69 9.08 208.54 –0.42 8.07
H Te –59.98 0.16 2.18 198.09 –0.44 –2.37
Hb H –0.75 0.00 –0.03 0.42 0.00 0.00
Hb Po –442.55 1.37 –1.25 429.17 3.10 41.96
H Po –437.24 0.45 5.04 388.29 –0.18 2.24
Hb H –0.61 0.00 –0.04 0.69 0.00 1.32
one-bond spin-spin couplings are governed by Fermi contact interactions,[17] which probe
the spin density at the coupled nuclei - expected to be perturbed more on Hb than on the
other H nucleus upon formation of hydrogen bond. That said, the ∆KMEiso (Po–Hb) value
is interesting in being the only one which is negative and smaller than the ∆KMEiso (Po–
H) value, something that may indicate that the spin-spin coupling mechanism in PoH2
molecule is more complex and may be dominated by other interactions, for instance spin-
orbit-induced as in heavier interhalogen diatomics,[130] which may further be differently
affected by environmental effects. Two-bond SSCCs (H–Hb) are in general very small for all
systems, though there is a small increase in absolute terms as the systems become heavier.
For anisotropies, the values of ∆KMEaniso strongly increase for X–Hb as X becomes heavier,
though it remains very small for X–H, and for H–Hb isolated (“ME”) results are largely the
same as supermolecular ones.
2. Frozen Density Embedding
Unlike the other two properties discussed above, FDE contributions to the response only
enter here in the electronic Hessian, which greatly simplifies the implementation. Here we
shall discuss SSCCs FDE(4) results which are, like for magnetizabilities, better than FDE(0)
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TABLE IV. Absolute SO-ZORA isotropic and anisotropic shielding values (σsuperiso and σ
super
aniso , in
ppm) of nuclei in H2X (X = Se, Te, Po) subsystems in H2X–H2O, and absolute shifts (∆σ, in ppm)
for the isolated (“ME”) and embedded (“FDE(4)”) H2X molecules in the presence of H2O.
Atom σsuperiso ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso ∆σ
ME
iso σ
super
iso ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso ∆σ
ME
iso
Se 2261.59 -11.30 34.89 628.15 4.43 4.89
Hb 30.10 -0.77 –2.07 23.95 5.83 7.22
H 32.55 -0.03 0.35 16.97 –0.24 0.11
Te 4251.23 -9.61 64.66 1219.57 0.55 0.80
Hb 33.43 -0.46 –1.59 18.09 3.87 4.90
H 35.47 0.00 0.45 13.09 –0.33 –0.09
Po 11168.82 -20.93 101.35 3138.04 –45.36 –304.56
Hb 37.46 -0.21 –0.82 62.41 –1.32 -4.11
H 38.99 0.00 0.67 64.80 0.25 -2.05
results. We observe that FDE performs better than mechanical embedding, with ∆K
FDE(4)
iso
values being consistently around 1–2 ppm for X–Hb and smaller than 1 ppm for X–H or
H–Hb.
Similar trends as for ∆K
FDE(4)
iso are seen for ∆K
FDE(4)
aniso , with the latter being generally
small and slightly negative for all but ∆K
FDE(4)
aniso (Po-Hb), which is of about 3 (SI units).
D. A Comparison of DC and ZORA Hamiltonians
Although SO-ZORA is known to yield rather different results from DC ones, it is often
sufficient in the determination of chemical shifts due to cancellation of errors.[21, 45] Nev-
ertheless when environmental effects are calculated as differences of absolute shieldings, the
cancellation of errors is not always guaranteed.
In recent years the differences in performance between the two Hamiltonians has gained
attention, with a number of studies reporting significant discrepancies between SO-ZORA
and DC values of NMR shielding tensors of heavy nuclei,[21, 22, 45, 131] which were ex-
plained by poor description of core orbitals of heavy elements by ZORA Hamiltonian.[21]
It is therefore interesting to see how FDE and ME perform for the two Hamiltonians.
The results of our calculations of NMR shieldings and SSCCs with SO-ZORA Hamiltonian
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TABLE V. SO-ZORA isotropic and anisotropic reduced indirect spin-spin couplings (Ksuperiso and
Ksuperaniso , in SI) for the H2X subsystem in H2X–H2O, and absolute shifts (∆K, in SI) for the isolated
(“ME”) and embedded (“FDE(4)”) H2X molecules in the presence of H2O.
Nuclei Ksuperiso ∆K
FDE(4)
iso ∆K
ME
iso K
super
aniso ∆K
FDE(4)
aniso ∆K
ME
aniso
Hb Se –12.63 1.08 6.58 130.61 –2.01 1.15
H Se –16.41 0.87 1.88 127.57 –0.24 –1.03
Hb H –1.11 –0.03 –0.07 –0.83 0.01 0.01
Hb Te –55.69 1.84 9.82 226.45 –1.00 8.95
H Te –64.05 –0.02 1.44 214.87 –0.52 –2.61
Hb H –0.94 –0.02 –0.06 –0.34 0.00 0.00
Hb Po –439.33 1.02 –0.87 343.71 1.40 666.43
H Po –435.42 0.40 4.12 –315.34 0.98 7.19
Hb H –0.80 –0.02 –0.07 0.78 0.00 0.08
are shown in Table IV and Table V, respectively.
A comparison of our SO-ZORA and DC results indicates that such error cancellation
occurs for SeH2, since the results and trends of shieldings and SSCCs are essentially the
same for both Hamiltonians, for FDE and ME calculations. For TeH2 both Hamiltonians
yield largely similar results, but some quantitative differences start to appear for ∆σaniso
and rather small differences for ∆σMEiso . For PoH2, on the other hand, the differences are
numerous: ∆σMEiso (Po) for SO-ZORA already differs from DC value by 38 ppm, such difference
for ∆σ
FDE(4)
iso is about –16 ppm (DC using the (v + wall) FDE-LAO terms), whereas for
∆σMEiso (Hb) and ∆σ
FDE
iso (Hb) these discrepancies are of the order of a ppm. The differences
between Hamiltonians are also quite marked for anisotropies, where they amount to about
160 ppm for ∆σMEaniso(Po) and 30 ppm for ∆σ
FDE
aniso(Po).
Large discrepancies between Hamiltonians are also seen for PoH2 SSCCs, but much more
marked for anisotropies than for isotropic values (about a ppm for FDE or ME calculations).
While our dataset is rather small for drawing more general conclusions, it strengthens
the case for a more thorough assessment of approximate Hamiltonians such as ZORA for
calculating NMR parameters of 6p molecules.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have described the implementation of frozen density embedding contribu-
tions in a response theory framework, in combination with four-component DC Hamiltonian
to NMR indirect spin-spin couplings, NMR shieldings, and magnetizabilities for mean-field
approaches (DFT-in-DFT or HF-in-DFT).
Due to the use of LAOs, which introduce the dependence of the electron- and spin-density
on the external magnetic field in the case of NMR shieldings and magnetizabilities, additional
embedding contributions to the property gradient (both properties) and expectation value
(magnetizability only) arise, both for the individual subsystems as well as introducing a
coupling between these.
By performing DFT calculations on H2X–H2O (X = Se, Te, Po) model systems we have
been able to show the relative importance of these additional contributions to the properties
in question, while at the same time confirming the findings of other studies that frozen
density embedding is well suited to the calculation of NMR indirect spin-spin couplings and
NMR shieldings.
We have observed that the inclusion of the embedding potential in the FDE-LAO prop-
erty gradient contributions accounts for the bulk of the environment effects, and that the
heavier the center the more intra-subsystem FDE-LAO kernel contributions are important
for both NMR shieldings and magnetizabilities, due to increasing importance of spin-density
contributions. Coupling kernel LAO contributions, by contrast, are in general rather small.
We have exploited the use of the magnetically induced currents to obtain NMR shielding
tensor via a real-space approach as well as to analyse, for the first time, the differences
between supermolecular and embedded calculations in complement to the analysis of the
electron density employed so far. We consider that the property density plots provide much
clearer picture of where in space the deficiencies in the FDE treatment manifest themselves
compared to scalar values of property shifts or unperturbed electron density plots as done
prior to this work.
We present for the first time FDE contributions to magnetizabilities. Unlike the case of
the electric polarizability and in line with Pascal’s rule, it appears that one can reconstruct
to rather good accuracy the tensor for the supermolecular system from the tensors of the
individual subsystems, obtained without the FDE coupling terms in the response equations.
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This may potentially make FDE a more reliable route to obtaining molecular magnetizabilies
than other embedding approaches, since the whole system is treated quantum-mechanically.
We have also compared our results to those obtained with the spin-orbit ZORA Hamil-
tonian. Although the latter performs well, for the PoH2–H2O system we have observed
significantly different results between the Hamiltonians in the description of environment
effects on the isotropic NMR shieldings and anisotropic spin-spin coupling constants. This
is in contrast with the common expectation that relative shieldings are largely insensitive
to changes in Hamiltonians and therefore it would be worthwhile to verify whether that is
indeed the case for other systems containing the heaviest elements.
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VII. APPENDIX: WORKING EXPRESSIONS FOR FDE-LAO CONTRIBUTIONS
In the DIRAC software, the quaternion algebra[132] is employed. Thus, Ωpq;0 and iΩpq,µ
are calculated from the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the generally quaternion
overlap distribution matrix (Eq. 12), what allows to easily discern charge- and spin-density
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contributions to KS matrix and its derivatives.
Here we present the working formulas for FDE-LAO contributions to the property gradi-
ent (Eq. 43-45) and to the expectation value part of the magnetizability tensor (Eq. 49-50)
derived for closed-shell reference. They were obtained by first separating the number-density
(n: ρ0 = −en) and spin-density (s = √ρµ · ρµ, µ ∈ {x, y, z}) contributions, then by applying
the local ansatz, in which XC and kinetic energies are approximated by functions of local
density variables:[78]
Exck =
∫
xck(Q
I ∪QII)d~r, (70)
with QM = {nM , sM , (∇n · ∇n)M , (∇n · ∇s)M , (∇s · ∇s)M} for M ∈ {I, II}. This allows to
express the FDE-LAO contributions to the property gradient of subsystem I (the expression
for subsystem II can be obtained by exchanging the labels I and II) and to the expectation
value part of the magnetizability tensor in terms of scalar and vector pre-factors (a0,~b0, c
M,N
0 ,
cM,Nµ ,
~dM,N0 ,
~dM,Nµ for M,N ∈ {I, II}), summarized in Tables VII and VIII, while various
perturbed densities are outlined in Table VI and discussed at length in literature.[40, 78, 133]
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∂∂Bα
∂Eint
∂κIai
∣∣∣∣
0
= −
∫ [
aI0Ω˘
Bα;I
ia;0 +
~b I0 · ∇Ω˘Bα;Iia;0
]
d~r
−
∫∫ [
cI,I0 Ω
I
ia;0 +
~d I,I0 · ∇ΩIia;0 + cI,Iµ ΩIia;µ +
∑
µ=x,y,z
~d I,Iµ · ∇ΩIia;µ
]
d~r1d~r2
−
∫∫ [
cI,II0 Ω
I
ia;0 +
~d I,II0 · ∇ΩIia;0 + cI,IIµ ΩIia;µ +
∑
µ=x,y,z
~d I,IIµ · ∇ΩIia;µ
]
d~r1d~r2
(71)
∂2Eint
∂Bα∂Bβ
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∑
M=I,II
{∫ [
aM0 Ω˘
BαBβ ;M
ii;0 +
~bM0 · ∇Ω˘BαBβ ;Mii;0
]
d~r (72)
+
∫∫ [
cM,M0 Ω˘
Bβ ;M
ii;0 +
~dM,M0 · ∇Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;0 + cM,Mµ Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;µ +
∑
µ=x,y,z
~dM,Mµ · ∇Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;µ
]
d~r1d~r2
}
+
∑
M,N=I,II
M 6=N
∫∫ [
cM,N0 Ω˘
Bβ ;M
ii;0 +
~dM,N0 · ∇Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;0 + cM,Nµ Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;µ +
∑
µ=x,y,z
~dM,Nµ · ∇Ω˘Bβ ;Mii;µ
]
d~r1d~r2.
(73)
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